Abstract-The most cloud detection method depends on various bands such as thermal band. In this paper, we propose an automatic cloud detection algorithm for gray photographs. Based on the properties of cloud derived from gray photographs and the human visual perception, we present a novel scheme for detecting clouds in the gray photographs. We first cut an input graph into many pieces. Through the conditional contrast and area feature, we label these pieces into thick cloud, thin cloud and no cloud. We select the point of maximal gray as seed point and calculate the optimal threshold. Then, we consider the texture feature of the growing area and fix some errors of detection results. Finally, we get the detected result. The algorithm is evaluated in terms of aerial photograph scenes with manually generated cloud masks was created, and the evaluation results show that the method works well for the cloud detection of gray photographs.
INTRODUCTION
The satellite remote sensing images are a resource for global change research and applications in agriculture, cartography, geology, forestry, regional planning and surveillance. The presence of clouds affects the use of satellite data and leads to inaccurate analysis for the images. So, cloud detection is an important preprocessing for many follow-up manipulations, such as object recognition, image retrieval, and image classification.
There are several challenges facing cloud detection for gray image. First and foremost is the limited information and complexity of images. It is essentially an image segmentation problem and the only information is the intensity of pixels. However, for complex aerial images there are both bright no cloud regions and thin cloud pixels. Because of the limited image information and complex situation, it is difficult to get a satisfactory segment result.
The second challenge is the determination of cloud boundary. Even if we get the accurate estimated result of all pieces and give the right seed points, we may not obtain the ideal growing boundary of cloud. For local consideration, the growth threshold of each cloud may be different. As a result, we need to automatically select the optimal growth threshold according to different situations.
The third challenge for cloud detection of gray image is that most proposed methods are designed for moderate spatial resolution sensors. These sensors can collect data of different wavelengths. So, most of the work is focus on the cloud detection of multi-spectral images and little work on the cloud detection of gray image with just gray band.
The scope of this paper, therefore, is to describe the development of an algorithm for automatic cloud detection, using the gray level image while creating a cloud mask, with only a few minutes of run time. There are three main contributions in this paper:
1) We develop a cloud detection method to distinguish each 64 * 64 piece to a certain class, including thick cloud, thin cloud and surface feature.
2) We propose an optimal threshold setting scheme to obtain a good boundary of cloud detection 3) We introduce a method to find the wrong regions and correct it, which can reduce the part of the object being judged as a cloud.
II. RELATED WORK
In the most research, many automatic cloud detection methods are explored for multi-spectral satellite images. They are highly dependent on the available spectral bands. Some of these methods work on a pixel-by-pixel basis [4] , and some use neighborhood information, such as local standard deviation [1] . The ACCA algorithm is used for cloud assessment of TM and ETM+ data. It was developed by the Landsat Project Science Office at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). There are 8 bands of different wavelength, with a spatial resolution between 15 m and 100 m. Based on the Landsat data, many cloud detection methods [2] , [3] have been proposed to improve the detection performance.
III. CLOUD DETECTION ALGORITHM
In gray photographs, human is easy to identify clouds from others. However, identifying clouds by computer is a difficult job, particularly detecting the cloud regions automatically. After a large amount of observations and statistical experiment we have observed that the cloud pieces in the gray image usually have the following common properties:
• Property 1: Cloud regions generally have higher intensity since the reflectivity of cloud regions is usually larger than that of the non-cloud regions.
• Property 2: Human often identify cloud regions via local contrast, so for the computer, local contrast is an important property to identify cloud with lower intensity.
• Property 3: The texture of cloud regions is often different with ground object features, and the edge of a piece image with cloud region is irregular.
Based on the aforementioned properties, we propose our for cloud detection. In Fig. 1 , we give the block diagram of the proposed cloud detection system. Our system has the following main steps. First, we cut an input image, usually sized 1024*1024, into several 64*64 pieces, and label the pieces with very high intensity average as category one, which means the whole piece is a high intensity cloud region. Second, intensity can't distinguish thin cloud pieces from the image, so we use contrast and area as main feature to label the pieces as surface feature and cloud. Furthermore, all pieces that are decided as cloud region can get a seed point, and calculate an optimal threshold as growing threshold for the input image. Finally, we consider the texture of the growing area and fix some errors in the results.
A. Average Intensity
According to the aforementioned observations (property 1), the cloud pixels usually have comparatively high intensities. So for a piece of image that is full of thick cloud, the average intensity is higher than others. To identify the distribution law of intensity true cloud pieces, we collect 30327 pieces of cloud region and 7029 pieces of no cloud region from different images. After calculating the average intensity of each piece, we plot the histogram of intensity based on the average value of all pieces of two categories. Notice that, to decrease the complex situation of cloud and surface feature pieces, we first label some pieces by average intensity that is indeed cloud pieces and feature pieces. As can be seen from the statistical results, if a pieces with average intensity more than 200, it is a piece of thick cloud. On the other hand, if the average intensity of a piece is less than 40, it is a piece of feature surface.
B. Contrast Calculate
Intensity can only distinguish thick cloud pieces from others. So, for the bright non-cloud region and thin cloud region, we propose a new method that is calculate the contrast of each piece.
Contrast is the local change in brightness and is defined as the ratio between average brightness of an object and the background. Strictly speaking, we should talk about luminance instead of brightness if our aim is to be physically precise. The human eye is logarithmically sensitive to brightness, implying that for the same perception, higher brightness requires higher contrast. Apparent brightness depends very much on the brightness of the local surroundings this effect is called conditional contrast [5] .
For a piece of image, the human eye judging whether there is a cloud region by contrast partly. In order to calculate the contrast correctly, the foreground and background are needed, and the average gray of foreground and background is calculated respectively. The result of contrast is the ratio of average gray of foreground and background. Here, we define the foreground as cloud pixels, background for the ground surface pixels. So we need to know about the foreground region and the background region in the small pieces. Considering the gray value of cloud pixels is always higher than the feature, we select the point with maximal intensity as the seed point for 8 neighborhood region growing. Because we don't need very precise result, we roughly set the growth threshold as maximal intensity minus 25.
First, the pieces with cloud region always grow out of two regions. Because the thick cloud pieces with symmetrical intensity are considered at average intensity step. So, in this step, if an image piece grows into one region, it can be considered as feature.
Second, there are some bright non-cloud regions indeed, and the contrasts of them are relatively high, but the areas of them are smaller than the cloud regions.
In this step, we don't need accurate determination of each piece. The first reason is that subsequent steps can correct the wrong result. The second is because we don't need to find all cloud pieces. Every cloud, as long as there is a mark, it can be grown from seed point in a later step completely. So we determine the threshold of contrast, area and average Intensity based on statistical results.
Based on the statistical result, we design a pass to label cloud pieces and feature ground pieces, the process showing in Figure 3 .
If the contrast equal to zero, it indicate that the piece is a feature piece with well-distributed intensity because we labeled the well-distributed cloud pieces in step A. If the contrast is more than 1.22, the area of foreground is more than 512 and the foregound average intensity is more than 100, we label it as cloud region. 
C. Region Grow and Optimal Threshold
The steps mentioned before distinguish cloud pieces from others, and choose the point with highest intensity as seed point. In this part, we define an energy function to calculate the optimal growth and get the optimal growth boundary.
For the thick cloud pieces in step one, we set the growth threshold 45, and obtain the growth result.
For the thin cloud pieces, growth threshold range from 10 to 65 and the step size is 5. Assuming the threshold is H, the intensity value of the seed points is MaxGray. Getting a value GrayLevel = MaxGray -H.
Taking the seed point as the starting point, and grow as the 8 neighborhood. So long as the intensity value of the pixel is higher than or equal to GrayLevel, the pixel is considered as cloud pixel. Then we get two regions, the cloud region and the feature region. Along the edge, in the gradient direction of the edge, we take three pixels from cloud region and three pixels from feature region respectively. For digital images, gradient magnitude and direction is:
( )
Then the energy function is defined as: a represent the mean intensities of the interior and exterior pixels of the edge. When the result of the function changes slowly, we think that this is the most appropriate edge. When the energy value changes slowly, it indicates edge coincides with the object boundary and best separates the object and background because the threshold increment doesn't have effect on the energy function value with respect to their mean intensities near edge. In this case the corresponding threshold is the optimal growing threshold.
D. Texture Feature
Because the cloud shields the feature, it will result in discontinuous texture feature. And quantifying the texture content of a region is an important approach for describing this region. So, in this step, we consider the texture of the region has detected by the steps mentioned previously.
An approach used frequently for texture analysis is based on statistical properties of the intensity histogram. One class of such measures is based on statistical moments of intensity values. The expression for the nth moment about the mean is given by And n is the moment order, and m is the mean: Along the boundary of the detected region, in the gradient direction of the region boundary, we take three pixels from detected region and three pixels from region look as feature surface region respectively. The pixels inside the boundary consist of set 1, and the pixels outside the boundary consist of set 2, and set 3 is the union of the pixels in set 1 and set 2. According to the above described, we calculate the standard deviation, third moment, uniformity and entropy of the three set. For each region detected, we obtain 12 values.
We find 50 cloud regions and 50 feature surface regions as training samples and choose neural network as the classifier.
The 12 values mentioned previously is input of neural network, the output is two categories, that is cloud region and feature region. And there are 6 nodes in the hidden layer. Using the method in [6] , we get a simple artificial neural network, when there is a new input, we can get the category of it. If the output is cloud region, we keep the detection result. If the output is feature region, we correct the region by input image.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we further demonstrate the effectiveness of our cloud detection algorithm by both visual comparisons and quantitative evaluation.
We compare our method with the cloud detection method ACCA [7] . Furthermore, using the manual mask, we present a quantitative evaluation of the detection accuracy. In Figure  4 , we compare our method with [7] , which automatically detects cloud based on mutil-band. We observe that out method can produce satisfactory results for complex gray photographs especially for the thin cloud. To quantitatively evaluate the efficiency of our cloud detection method, we use the error rate to evaluate the accuracy of our method. The true positive rate is defined as:
Where TP denotes the number of true positive pixels, it is say the cloud pixels are detected as cloud. And FN denotes the number of false negative pixels, which means that the cloud pixels are detected as feature.
The false positive rate is defined as:
Where FP denotes the number of false positive pixels, which means that the feature pixels is detected as cloud.
And the true rate is defined as:
Where TN is true negative, which means the feature pixels are detected as feature.
The Table Ⅱ shows the TPR, FPR and ACC of our method. It denotes that this method has a low error rate. And the method has a good performance on distinguishing a lot of surface feature pixels (usually have high intensities) from cloud pixels and they are also strong in detecting the semitransparent cloud pixels. V. CONCLUSION
The results given here have shown that the cloud-cover algorithm we proposed is possible, only using the intensity of the image, with a good performance.
We first obtained the data set from internet. Then we create four steps for this data set and quantify the performance of our algorithm which correctly classifying 95.4% of the 500 aerial photographs, including 5 1.05 10 × pixels validation set.
We cut the image into the number of pieces, and distinguish some pieces by intensity at first. However, the intensity just classifies a small part of pixel. So we calculate the contrast and area feature of the rest pieces and divide them into two parts: feature or cloud. After these steps, we classify all pieces into cloud and feature pieces. The correctly of classifying is 80.7%.
Using the result of the pieces, we obtain a seed point of each piece, that is the brightest point of the piece. We define an energy function to optimize the growth threshold to get the most appropriate boundary of cloud.
Finally, according to the texture continuous of growth region and the outside region, we correct some error that the feature is detected as cloud. That is the result of our cloud detection algorithm.
In the future, a method that can distinguish ice from cloud is necessary. The texture of image is still an important feature.
